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Cree 700 flashlight

The BB-700L 700 Lumen Ultra Bright Cree U2 LED Tactical Flashlight features a CREE® U2 LED to provide wide, even-numbered rays. Whether indoors or on the go, this ® brightness and long battery life you'd expect from a creep led. The high brightness LED provides a light output of 700 lumens and can be clearly seen at home, in
workshops or even in the darkest corners of the yard. The lightweight aluminum body provides great durability and is retained for heavy daily use. The BB-700L is designed with your personal security in mind. Ideal for officers and security personnel, it has a CREE U2 LED, tactical bezel and rubber grip that can be used as a self-defense
weapon if needed. At about 2 pounds, the BB-700L has quite a heft on it, so you can swing around with confidence. The heavy-duty, anodized aircraft grade aluminum construction is extremely durable. It can withstand drops from 2 meters and is IPX-4 rated for water resistance. The BB-700L has two brightness modes and can run
continuously for up to 13 hours! 700 lumens of power. Cree LED technology. Introduction of Bright Beam 700L - super powerful 700 lumen flashlight. It is built using aircraft grade aluminum for durability and lightweight construction and is suitable for security personnel. The BrightBeam 700 features a CREE U2 LED with two brightness
modes and comes with a battery so you can unzip and return to patrol. IPX-6 Weather resistance. Impact resistance of 2 meters. The BrightBeam 700L is built strong enough to handle the toughest situations. It is impact resistant up to 2 meters and can last against IPX-6 weatherproof water rapids. Tested under severe conditions.
Everbright Bright Beam 700L flashlights are tested under severe conditions to make sure they work under everyday conditions. Ideal flashlight for security, patrols, or other tasks that require maximum illumination. The BB-700L is designed for security. The 700 Lumens Ultra Bright CREE U2 LED Tactical Flashlight features a CREE U2
LED, tactical bezel and rubberized grip. Super powerful. The BrightBeam 700L flashlight was powerfully designed. Clearly see the benefits you get when you have the incredible portability of a flashlight built with CREE LEDs and an all-aluminum structure. Testing and evaluation in accordance with an ANSI/FL-1 standard. The BrightBeam
700L comes with three D batteries, so you can respond as soon as you get it. 700 Lumens CREE® U2 LED is so efficient that you can use this flashlight continuously for up to 13 hours! (Hello)26 hours. (LO) Entering protection IP-66 from the house to the boat, from the garage to the car to the backyard. Stan Sports Tactical Flashlight
gets the job done! You won't be left in the dark again with a sturdy tactical flashlight from Stan Sports. £31.85 £31.85 £39.95 £39.95 £57.39 £57.39 £59.99 £59 Visit the .99 Help section or contact Cree LED - 700 Lumens 60-Day Return Policy* Customer Support 48 Hours Processing* Free Shipping on Orders $59+* Instruction Manual -
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